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Curriculum Overview - Curriculum Overview – The UK Past, Present and Future Year 5 Summer Cycle A 

  

Non-Fiction 

 

 

English 

Fiction 

 

 

 

 

Grammar 

 

 

Art & Design Technology 

Drawing- Use chalk pastels, collage and mixed media to 

produce images of fossils and sea birds 

Building bridges Understand different types of bridges 

and how they are constructed. 

Design, make and evaluate designs.  

Computing 

 
 

Religious Education 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Mathematics 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

    

     

 

 

 

  

 

Plastic- Charanga 

End of Year Production 

 RSHE FOREST SCHOOL  

SCHSCHOOLS 

Modern 

Physical health and Mental 
wellbeing- Healthy sleep 
habits; sun safety; 
medicines, vaccinations, 
immunisations and 
allergies. 

Growing and changing 
Personal identity; 
recognising individuality 
and different qualities; 
mental wellbeing. 

Keeping safe-Keeping safe 
in different situations. 

 

Online safety (Privacy Rules) 

  

Game Creation (2DIY3D) 

Quizzing (2Quiz) 

  

 

Languages 

· Food—offering and accepting 

· Breakfast items 

· Weather 

· Adverbial phrases 

· Compass points 

  

 

Music 

Geography & History 
Revision of the four countries of the UK 
What is Parliament and describe UK democracy.  
What are the main sectors in the UK? 
What are the key geographical features of the UK? 
What are the key geographical features of Yorkshire? 
   How is coastal erosion effecting Yorkshire? 
   What is the water cycle? 
How are rivers formed? Name the rivers of  
UK  
How are hills and valleys represented on an 
 OS map. Look at contours 
What are mountains? How are they formed? 
What is the future for energy in the UK? 
What is the future for water, agriculture and waste? 
 
 
 

Science 

Physical Education SMSC  

Understand Parliament and 

democracy 

Summer production 

Bike ability 

Living things and their habitats 

To describe the differences in the life cycles of a 

mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird. 

Describe the life process of reproduction in 

some plants and animals. 

Animal Including Humans 

Describe the changes as humans develop 

to old age.  

  

  

Map reading 

skills 

Make water 

cycles 

Make water 

purifiers 

 

 
What does it mean to be 

a Muslim in Britain 

today? 

Swimming- Continue 

Tennis (Use finer accuracy when striking) 

Outdoor:  

Tri-Golf and Cricket 

(Use bowling, fielding and batting skills in 

competitive games) 

 

  

 

Poetry: Dreadful Menace 

Poems, Adventure story 

Orphans of the Tide: 

Narrative description of the whale 

Character description 

Myths & Legends 

Design and invention from the 

book 

Range of sentences openers 
Relative clauses 
Subordinating and coordinating 
conjunctions 
Modal verbs 
Cohesive devices across paragraphs  
Inverted commas 
Upper ks2 punctuation ()-?,!:Expanded 

noun phrases 

Presentational devices 

 

 

Explanation Water cycle 

 

 

Geometry 

Understand angles 
Measure angles to 
180 
Draw lines and angles 
accurately 
Calculate angles on a 
straight line 
Regular and irregular 
polygons 
3D shapes 

 

Position & 

Direction 

Read and plot 
coordinates 
Translation 
Translation and 
coordinates 
Lines of symmetry 
Reflection in horizontal 
and vertical lines. 

 

Decimals 

Use known facts to add 
and subtract decimals 
within/across 1 
Add /subtract decimals 
with the same/different 
number of decimal places 
Decimal sequences 
Multiply and divide by 
10/100/1000 

Negative 

Number 

Understand 
negative numbers 
Count through 
zero in 1s 
Compare and 
order decimals 

Converting 

Measures 

Kg/g ml/mm 
Convert 
between 
metric and 
imperial units 
Units of time 

Volume 

Cubic 
centimetres 
Compare/ 
estimate 
volume 
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